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Data Profi ling is a great way to shine a light on your customer 
data - by collecting metadata on your existing records, you 
can identify areas where your data is bad and how it might be 
slipping into your systems.  For example, here you can see that 
we were collecting invalid state abbreviations - XX, YY. With that 
knowledge, we were able to lock down our webforms and ensure 
that only valid state information would be accepted when the 
form was submitted.

One of the fi rst problems I realized when I began my data 
quality journey was that I had no idea whether our customer 
data was good or bad - basically, our business was lost 
in the dark. As we collected customer data over time, 
typos, misspellings, and outdated information rendered 
it problematic. Not only were we missing out on valuable 
opportunities by not reaching as many customers as we could 
be, but we were receiving a lot of returned mail - a waste 
of time and money. I learned that data discovery is the fi rst 
crucial step in the data quality journey.

Recommended Tool: Data Profi ling

Obstacle #1: What you don’t know can 
hurt your business

Field Note 1:
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Another discovery I made on my quest for data quality was 
learning how important it is to prevent bad data from entering 
your systems. No matter how pristine your database is, unless 
you have the right tools in place to prevent it from sneaking in, 
bad data is likely to build up over time as you continue to collect 
customer information - eating away at your profi ts, eroding trust, 
and damaging your brand reputation. Had I known this sooner, 
our business would have been able to prevent the issues we were 
experiencing.

Melissa’s Global Address Verifi cation helps prevent bad data 
from entering your systems - it verifi es addresses for over 240 
countries and territories at the point of entry and in batch, 
formats addresses according to the rules and preferences for 
each country, handles unusual address requirements such as Sub 
Administrative Districts and alpha-numeric postal codes, and 
appends Latitude and Longitude coordinates. We liked the fact 
that Melissa is a single-source vendor, USPS® CASS Certifi ed™ 
and offers proprietary capabilities such as RBDI (residential 
or business delivery indicator), AddressPlus® (adds known 
apartment numbers to residences), non-USPS data (5+ million 
addresses not supported by USPS®) and MAK® (Melissa Address 
Key) technology which tracks all changes to addresses over time.

Obstacle #2: Beware - bad data is lurking

Tools like Address Verifi cation and Address Autocomplete can 
help you keep bad data at bay and your records accurate and up 
to date. Melissa’s Address Autocomplete tool, for example, was 
a great addition to our webforms to ensure only valid addresses 
were entered. Not to mention, it has been a time-saver and easy 
to use for both customers and customer service reps - cutting 
necessary keystrokes by 50% or more, which is really a boon for 
mobile checkout.  

Recommended Tool: Data Verifi cation
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Melissa offers other tools for verifying and maintaining customer 
contact data, which has helped us maintain effective customer 
communication. For example, with Phone Verifi cation, we can 
validate that the customer phone numbers in our database are 
live and callable, saving us time and resources. It also has the 
capability to determine line type (landline vs. mobile) and taps 
into carrier data to identify the business associated with the 
number at activation. 

Melissa’s Global Email Verifi cation service has also been an 
essential tool for us - the service pings each email in real time to 
determine that it exists and can receive email. Removing the bad 
email addresses from our database helped us reduce bounce 
rates and the risk of blacklisting, thus improving deliverability and 
enabling us to maintain a positive sender reputation.
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Obstacle #3: Missing information 
hinders e� orts & insight

Our company has always been on the lookout for innovative ways 
to improve our target marketing efforts. During my data discovery 
journey, I quickly learned that we had gaps in our customer 
records - missing email addresses, phone numbers, and valuable 
information such as demographics and location intelligence. We 
needed a solution that would help us deliver personalized and 
relevant campaigns, optimize advertising spend, and reach the 
right audience at the right time.

Companies  with  strong  omni-channel  marketing  strategies 
retain  roughly  89%  of  their  customers. (source: Salesforce) 
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Recommended Tool: Data Enrichment

Mining for gold using third-party reference data allows you 
to enrich your records with missing information such as 
verifi ed street addresses, email addresses, key demographics, 
fi rmographics, location intelligence, property data, and more. 
Melissa’s Geocoding service enabled us to identify clusters of 
potential customers in specifi c areas and create hyper-targeted 
campaigns tailored to their needs and preferences. By analyzing 
the geocoded data, I discovered that a signifi cant portion of 
my target audience resides in urban areas. Armed with this 
knowledge, I was able to optimize my advertising budget by 
focusing on targeted mailings for those specifi c locations to 
maximize my reach and impact. 

In addition, by overlaying geocoded data with demographic 
information and property data, I gained valuable insights into 
the socio-economic backgrounds, interests, and behaviors of my 
target audience in specifi c geographic areas. This information 
allowed us to create more personalized content that resonated 
with the local population, resulting in improved brand perception 
and customer loyalty.
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When managing customer data, dealing with duplicate records 
is a headache. It can enter your systems in many ways - via online 
customer forms, manual data entry, and importing from outside 
sources - just to name a few. I knew duplicate data was preventing 
us from gaining a single, accurate view of our customers, and 
needed something to conquer it head on. In addition, we were 
wasting postage and printing from sending multiple mail pieces 
to the same customer - which made us look careless, possibly 
harming our brand reputation.

Obstacle #4: Duplicate data prevents 
a 360° customer view

Recommended Tool: Data Matching

By leveraging a matching and deduping solution, businesses can 
cut down on clutter, increase the accuracy of their database, and 
reduce postage and printing costs. We used Melissa’s MatchUp®

solution, which offers unique attributes like Survivorship for 
Golden Record Creation, Proximity Matching, and Householding 

(which identifi es multiple records at the same residence or 
organization) that can be deployed to help identify duplicates. 
MatchUp has the capability to understand and parse the various 
components of domestic and international addresses, and by 
combining deep domain knowledge of international address formats 
and advanced fuzzy matching techniques, we were able to identify 
and merge/purge even the most diffi cult-to-spot duplicate records.
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